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TONIGHT’S TOPICS

District online safety
Social media and protection
Online safety at home
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WHERE CAN I FIND THIS?

Grades and More – Parent Tech Talks

LMS
- Overview
- LMS Professional Development Corner
- Parents
- Parent LMS Navigation Tips
- Elementary Progress Reports K-5
- Parent Frequently Asked Questions
- Parent Tech Talk

Parent Tech Talk: Learning Alongside Your Kids
Posted by Jo Anne Buiteweg at 8/10/2015 12:00:00 PM

Parents, students and staff have access to several tools that help in communication and collaboration. During our first Parent Tech Talk we will explore three of these tools: Schoolwires, Atomic Learning and Google Drive.

Tech Talk Tool Review:
1. Schoolwires - district website
directions: [http://www.everett.k12.wa.us/Page/4806](http://www.everett.k12.wa.us/Page/4806)
2. Atomic Learning - self-paced learning resource
3. Google Docs - create free account - students can use their EPS Google Docs account to share their data with their parents home Google Accounts

You will need to be logged in to Atomic Learning to search:
- Atomic Learning - How to use
  - My Training
- Google Drive - An Introduction Training

Access to Schoolwires, Atomic Learning, Gradebook and Home Access Center use a guardian LMS password. If you do not remember your user name or
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SAFETY AT SCHOOL

Internet Safety Laws

– Children's Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA), was created to help protect kids younger than 13 when engaged in online activities.

– The Children's Internet Protection Act (also known as CIPA or the CHIP Act), Basic Requirement:

  • requires the implementation of a “technology protection measure” – generally referred to as an Internet filter – to block access to visual depictions deemed “obscene,” “child pornography,” or “harmful to minors.
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**SAFETY AT SCHOOL**

- Schooltube
- Vimeo
- How Stuff Works
- Password accessible
- Databases: Opposing Viewpoints, Culture Grams, Worldbook Online, Discovery Education
- Atomic Learning
- Common Sense Media – digital citizenship lessons
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SOCIAL MEDIA SAFETY

Some appropriate uses

Video: Social Media in an Emergency
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SOCIAL MEDIA SAFETY

Facebook and Twitter – district sources, Facebook resources

Teach kids about security settings

YouTube – Video: family friendly security settings
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Cautions:

• Cyberbullying and “digital drama”
  • Awareness
  • responsibility of kids
  • new tip line

• Video: Digital drama
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Cautions:

• Privacy – what information are your kids sharing online?
• Longevity of social media
• How to talk with your kids about the above – handout from Common Sense
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SOCIAL MEDIA SAFETY

Social media quiz – what were all those icons anyway?
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SAFETY AT HOME
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SAFETY AT HOME

- Explore together
- “House rules” and suggestions
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SAFETY AT HOME

“House rules” and suggestions
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SAFETY AT HOME

• Parent resources – from Common Sense and Atomic Learning